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TBD

LAND HERMIT
CRAB
C O E N O B I T A

Other common names:

S P .

Coenobita clypeatus- land hermit crab, tree crab,

soldier crab, and purple pincher hermit crab, and Caribbean crab;
Coenobita compressus - Ecuadorian Crab, Pacific hermit crab

Make the Latin Relatable: Ecclesiastical Latin word, ultimately from the
Greek κοινόβιον, meaning "commune"

Brandywine Zoo Hermit Crab 0.0.1
‘Lenny Crabbitz’ 0.0.1 - d
DOH: unknown
AQ: 09/05/2019
About Name: Named after the musician Lenny Kravitz
Acquired From: relinquished pet
Find Lenny Crabbitz: second-smallest crab in the colony
'Leonardo da Pinchi’ 0.0.1 - d
DOH: unknown
AQ: 10/15/2019
About Name: Named for the artist, Leonardo da Vinci
Acquired From: relinquished pet- came with Mishell Obama and
Shelldon

Find Leonardo da Pinchi: largest of the four crabs in the colony

Other subspecies:
Other relatives: land hermit crabs are in the order Decapoda; there are

'Mishell Obama’ 0.0.1 - d
DOH: unknown
AQ: 10/15/2019
About Name: Named after First Lady Michelle Obama
Acquired From: relinquished pet- came with Leonardo da Pinchi

over 23 species of land hermit crab and more than 500 species of marine

and Shelldon

hermit crab

Status- Not Evaluated by IUCN, though listed as
Vulnerable in Bermuda [3]

Find Mishell Obama: the smallest crab in the colony, more of a
lavendar color than any other crab

NE

Coenobita clypeatus is a tropical land hermit crab that lives throughout

'Shelldon’ 0.0.1 - d
DOH: unknown
AQ: 10/15/2019
About Name: Name is a pun on shell
Acquired From: relinquished pet- came with Leonardo da Pinchi

the Caribbean and as far north as Florida and Bermuda

and Mishell Obama

Geographic Region and Range
Many different species of land hermit crabs live in tropical areas of the
Indo-Pacific region, the western Atlantic and the western Caribbean. [1]

Habitat
Land hermit crabs live close to the shoreline and must have access to
both land and water. They use pools and crevices of sea water to wet
their gills and the interiors of their shells, and they reproduce and

Find Shelldon: Shelldon is the 2nd largest crab in the colony
The hermit crabs change shells often, therefore shells
are not a reliable identifier. Check their wall charts for

spend their early stages in water. Other hermit crab species are
entirely aquatic. [1]
Hermit crabs spend most of their time in the mangrove and coastal
forests, but is known to travel to high sand hills near the shore[2]

Longevity

Wild: 20-30 years
Under Human Care: 20-30 years with proper care, though most
live less than a month as pets

an updated shell reference.

What are AZA Zoos doing for hermit crabs?
Many AZA zoos are choosing not to keep hermit crabs due to
their unsustainable harvesting, or alternatively only taking
rescues and using these ambassadors to educate the public
about issues with the hermit crab pet trade.

LAND HERMIT CRAB
Physical Description
Size:

Age Specific
Talking Points
Early Childhood
How are these animals the same or

Weight:

Hermit crab species come in a range of sizes, from a

200-500g (7-18oz)

fraction of an inch (a few millimeters) to nearly the size

different from you?
Hermit crabs have 10 legs! Two of these lgs
have a claw at the end, one for feeding
and grooming, and often one larger one

of a coconut. [1]

for defense.

Up to 10 cm (4 inches) long [2]
A hermit crab's front half is covered with a hard exoskeleton, like that of most other crabs. [1]
Its long abdomen has a softer exoskeleton, which can adapt to fit into a spiraled snail shell. A

Ages 6-8

hermit crab presses its abdomen, its fourth and fifth pairs of legs, and the appendages at the

How can you help hermit crabs?

end of its abdomen (called

Never buy a hermit crab from a pet store,

uropods) which form a "hook-shaped tail," against the shell's

inner wall by contracting its longitudinal muscles.[1]

as they are unsustainably harvested and

They have large claws and hairy legs that are

live a poor quality of life in the pet trade.

red and purple and come out of the front of
their shell [3]
Technically hermit crabs have 10 legs including
the

chelipeds (claws).

2nd &3rd pair - walking legs used for
movement.
Gonopores are located at the base of the
3rd pair of legs on a female.
4th pair - stubby looking legs used to move

DIET
Opportunistic, omnivorous
scavengers

Diet in the Wild

in and out of shell.

They eat whatever they find

5th pair - gill grooming appendages that

[1]

end in pinchers for cleaning the gills and

hermit crabs will eat almost

removing excrement from the shell.
Male crabs have tufts of hair concealing
openings at the base of the 5th pair of
legs.
Hermit crabs have reduced gills, and their
moist gill chambers have highly vascularized

anything from carrion, dead

No, but many vacationers are familiar with
seeing them in novelty shops at beach
boardwalks as "take home, keepsakes" or
"throw-away" pets.

Ages 8-10
What can hermit crabs teach you?
Hermit crabs are a great way to learn
about responsible pet ownership. Often,
pet hermit crabs only live a few weeks or
months, but well cared for hermit crabs

wood and sea turtle eggs [2]

can live several decades!

Diet in the Zoo
Mixed vegetables, carnivore

Land Hermit Crabs breath through gills like

turtle pellets

marine crabs, and they must keep their gills
inside their shell. [3]

your backyard?

fish, and fallen fruit to rotting

areas for gas exchange. [1]

wet. They do this by keeping a water supply

Is this an animal that you can find in

What eats it?

Ages 10-15
What connections do people in the
community have to hermit crabs?
Hermit crabs overall were once seen as a
"throwaway pet" that would live only a
few months, but species have a 20-30

They have stalked eyes with acute vision, and

Herons; sharks, fish, cuttlefish,

year lifespan if properly treated. It is

two pairs of antennae. [1]

squid and octopuses in the

critical when getting any pet, especially

They also have sensory hairs that are part of

water; people also use them

the exoskeleton [1] called

for bait.

setae.

arthropod, classified as a
crustacean.
They are an

exotic pets, to not make snap purchases
and spend time researching proper care
for any animal to give them the best life
possible as a pet.

How is the health of hermit crabs and
the environment interconnected?
Land Hermit Crab numbers have been
reduced by habitat loss such as mangrove
habitats and coastal areas which have
been cleared and developed, or damaged
by hurricanes. [3]

How are you connected to their
ecosystems?
Delaware is an ocean-side state, and we

Dimorphism:

have many residents who vacation at the

Little to no visible dimorphism between the

beach. Hermit crabs are associated with

sexes, however:

these fond memories and should be used

Females: can be identified by the presence of
gonopores are located on the first segment of
the back pair of walking legs. They are close in
to the body, near the joint of the cephalothorax
and abdomen.

Behavior
Primarily

nocturnal

as way to build connections to ocean
conservation, such as reducing single-use
plastic consumption or elminating
products (such as cosmetics) that use
microplastics, which end up in the ocean.

Adults
Why are personal and cultural

A crab may eat its molted shell, possibly for its calcium, vitamins and minerals. [1]

connections with hermit crabs

They use the longer pair of antennae for feeling and the shorter, feathery pair for smelling

important?

and tasting. They use these hairs and their antennae as vibration sensors. [1]
The crab's large, left uropod hooks to the center post of the shell. It is used for

So many people have owned (and

defense, holding onto tree limbs and balance. The smaller, right claw and the next pair of

probably failed at owning) hermit crabs as

appendages, which also have claws, are used for collecting and passing food and water to

a pet in their lives. Understanding the

the crab's mouth. Rough surfaces help hold the crab in the shell. [1]

devastation this has caused on this

Hermit crabs molt as they grow, shedding their exoskeletons and creating new, larger ones

species is critical to their conservation,

to accommodate their larger bodies. A crab molts by building up enough water pressure in

and for that matter, any species impacted

its body to split its old shell. Some crabs leave their shell and bury themselves in sand to

by the pet trade like turtles, parrots, etc.

molt. Some species store water in their shell before molting and remain in the shell
throughout the molt, which may take from 45 to 120 days. [1]
You can tell that a crab is freshly molted when it has a clean, bluish color. A crab may eat
its molted shell, possibly for its calcium, vitamins and minerals. [1]

Why should people care about
ecosystem health and hermit crabs?

The crabs bury themselves beneath leaves, rocks, or sand during the day to avoid

They are also part of nature’s recycling

desiccation [2]

service, as they scavenge rotting animals

The crab uses its

chelipeds to bring food to its mouth parts to be ingested [2]

and dead fish.

LAND HERMIT CRAB
There are more than 500 different

Social Structure
These creatures are extremely social, foraging and traveling in

species of hermit crab found in

groups. [2]

marine habitats all around the

aggressive towards other hermit crabs in their group to steal better

world.

C. clypeatus is also cannibalistic and will eat vulnerable molting

While C. clypeatus is extremely social the species is known to be
fitting shells. [2]
crabs. [2]
Hermit crabs forage in groups to find food more quickly and as an
anti-predator device [2]

Home Life

Molting

All hermit crabs live in a shell that they carry on their back. Hermit

Hermit crabs must go through a stressful molting process. This

crabs do not produce their own shell, they use an old shell made by

process allows for growth and limb regeneration. There are

another animal, such as a marine snail. [3]

four stages of molting, pre-molt (proecdysis), molt (ecdysis),

Living in humid areas this terrestrial hermit crab is a nocturnal

post-molt (metecdysis), and intermolt (anecdysis) [2]

scavenger that uses a gastropod shell to protect its soft body parts.

Proecdysis is the process of laying down a new exoskeleton

[2]

and storing water for the arduous molt.

When selecting a new shell, a hermit crab follows a series of steps:

Ecdysis is the shedding of the exoskeleton, at this point the

Explore the shell visually; Test the shell for movability; Explore the

crab is extremely vunerable without the protection of a

shell's surface texture; Explore the external shape of the shell;

hard exoskeleton.

Test the shell's opening (Is it clear? Can the hermit crab get in?);

Metecdysis is the process of hardening the new

Check the internal size to see if it can make a snap withdrawal;

exoskeleton; often the crab will eat its old exoskeleton to

Turn the shell upside down to make sure it can right itself again

provide calcium for the new exoskeleton.

[1]

Anecdysis is the periods in-between molts where the crab
gains energy to prepare for the next molt.The molting
process can take from three weeks to three months

Defense Mechanisms

depending on the size of the hermit crab.[2]

Uses its large claw for defense.
The hermit crab can retreat completely into the shell when
threatened. [3]

Hermit crab species

While C. clypeatus work together to find food they can become

The two most common species of hermit crabs kept as pets in

aggressive when it comes to shell selection. The attacking

the US are the Purple Pincher (Caribbean) and the

hermit crab will grab onto the back of another hermit crab's

Ecuadorian.

shell and rock the defending hermit crab back and forth. The

The purple pincher crab has a large, purple claw. The

attacking hermit crab will do this until the defending crab

Ecuadorian crab's left-most walking leg is not as heavily

releases its hold on the shell that sparked the conflict. Often

'modified' as the purple pincher's.

the defending hermit crab will chirp, the reason for this is still

Ecudorian hermit crabs come in a variety of strong colors. Very

unknown. [2]

small crabs will be bright blue, green, or even yellow-green. As

C. clypeatus is nocturnal to avoid competitors [2]

they grow their colors will change to shades of brown and tan,
army green, cream, orange, and yellow. Larger crabs will often
turn a strong red or orange.
They are thought to be one of the smallest species of land

Reproduction

hermit crabs

While the purple pincher hermit crab is terrestrial it must return

Ecuadorians can be relatively fast walkers, even faster

to the water to spawn and release it's larvae into the ocean.

than Caribbean (PP) hermit crabs, and that they are quite

[2]

active. The eyes of Ecuadorians are more oval-shaped when

Hermit crabs mate in seawater.[1]

compared to the round eyes of Caribbean hermit crabs and

Before mating, the male holds the female with one claw, and

are thicker.

then taps or strokes her with the other or pulls her back and
forth.[1]
Female hermit crabs have

gonophores on their fourth pair of
spermocytes over

legs. Males fertilize the females by passing

her gonophores, to do this they must both emerge from their
shells slightly. [2]
Both crabs emerge partially from their shells and place their
stomachs together to mate.[1]

Fun Facts

The female then lays eggs and holds them inside her shell using

pleopods. The female broods the eggs for approximately a

month before returning to the ocean to release the eggs.[2]
The female goes down to the sea once a year just before the

Hermit crab species come in a range of sizes, from a
fraction of an inch to nearly the size of a coconut.

full moon to release her fertilized eggs. [3]
The eggs burst and release

zoea, the planktonic larvae of

Coenobita sp. [2]

There are two highly common hermit crab species in the US
pet trade, but over 23 species found around the world.

The zoea remain in the planktos for about two months,
constantly going through metamorphosis to become a

megalopa.

The megalopa find its first shell and lives both on land and in
the water for a month before completing its first molt. After the
molt the hermit crab emerges as a juvenile and is completely
terrestrial.[2]
When adulthood is reached, the crabs migrate to shore for a
terrestrial life. [1]

Ecuadorian crabs often communicate with each other by a
squealing, chirping noise, especially when one crab climbs
on top of the other. It is not known how they produce this
sound, which can be quite loud and insistent.
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Hermit Crabs as Pets

eInvertebrateZoology/Coenobitaclypeatus.html

Hermit crabs are extremely popular pets and are readily available in pet stores,
particularly those with nearby access to the ocean. However, the hermit crab pet business
is unsustainable.[1] All hermit crab pets are taken from the wild because they can not be

[3] Bermuda Department of Conservation

bred in captivity.[2] Hermit crabs do not breed in human care; they need to return to the

Services

ocean to breed and live out the first part of their lives. As a result, all hermit crabs

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/501134

purchased through pet shops come from the wild. [1] Harvesting of hermit crabs for the

e9c4aa430673203999/t/555a376be4b0dc0d9

pet trade is unregulated in most of the world, resulting in high rates of unsustainable

cb870de/1431975787743/Land+Hermit+Crab.p

harvesting of adults for the pet trade.

df

In Bermuda, for example, the purple pincher hermit crab has an extremely small
population. In 1994 their populations was estimated to be only 150 individuals. The current
state of the C. clypeatus population pales in comparison to the population of the 1950s.
The purple pincher hermit crab was said to be found every where on Bermuda, now it is
only found in a single bay on the south shore. Recent research has pointed to shell
availability as the determining factor in population size.[2] The Land Hermit Crab was
added to the Protected Species Order in Bermuda in 2012, and possessing, transporting,
or damaging them is punishable by up to 2 years in prison and up to $25,000 in fines [3]
Unfortunately, these crabs are sold as trinkets, keepsakes, or novelties, and often are sold
to unsuspecting consumers who are given little to no care information. Pet crabs often
live short lives due to highly improper care, often only a few weeks. However, with proper
care, hermit crabs can live 20 to 30+ years.

Crabs and People
Historically the main source of shells for the Land Hermit Crab was the West
Indian Topshell. Unfortunately, these large snails were a favorite food of the
early settlers and were extirpated from Bermuda. With large shells no longer
available, the number of crabs that could survive was seriously reduced. [3]
Land hermit crabs are also at risk of habitat loss, as the mangroves and
coastal areas where they live are taken over and developed by humans. [1]

Help Hermit Crabs
Choose your pets wisely, and do your research before bringing an animal home.
Exotic animals don’t always make great pets. Many require special care and
live for a long time. Tropical reptiles and small mammals are often traded
internationally and may be victims of the illegal pet trade.
Never release animals that have been kept as pets into the wild.
Avoid single-use plastics, such as plastic bottles, bags and utensils.
Choosing reusable options instead can help reduce plastic pollution.
Protect local waterways by using fewer pesticides when caring for your
garden or lawn. Using fertilizers sparingly, keeping storm drains free of litter

Purple Pincher/Caribbean

Ecuadorian (Coenobita

and picking up after your pet can also improve watershed health.

(Coenobita clypeatus)

compressus)

If you are considering a hermit crab as a pet, after conducting thorough
research, hermit crabs are readily available through a variety of hermit crab
rescue groups, which can be found online.

Glossary
Arthropods have an articulated, segmented, chitinous exoskeleton
Chitinous - [kahy-tin] principal material of the exoskeleton, or outer covering, of insects, crustaceans, and arachnids.
Crustaceans have 5 paired head appendages, which include antennae, mandibles and two sets of maxilla. Crustaceans also
have biramous appendages meaning they have two part appendages, each part performing a different function. Organisms in
the class Malacostraca have trunks with fourteen segments, eight on the thoracic, six on the abdomen. Order Decopoda is
defined by three thoratic appendages and five pairs of walking legs.

Chelipeds - [kee-luh-ped] A leg bearing a chela, or pincer-like claw.
Gonophores - a genital pore in many invertebrates; in females it is the opening of the common oviduct, and in the male, it is
the opening of the ejaculatory duct.

Megalopa - The final larval stage found in decapod crustaceans
Pleopods- a forked swimming limb of a crustacean, five pairs of which are typically attached to the abdomen.
Setae are hair-like filaments of chitin, the material that makes up the crab’s exoskeleton. They do not ‘grow’ from the
exoskeleton, like a human hair grows from a human scalp, but are shed along with the exoskeleton during the molting process.
spermocytes

Uropods- the sixth and last pair of abdominal appendages of lobsters and related crustaceans, forming part of the tail fan.
Zoea - a larval form of certain crustaceans, such as the crab, having a spiny carapace and rudimentary limbs on the abdomen
and thorax.

